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ABSTRACT 

This article, part of a recently CO!ll>l eted research project on 
safety belts, presents results on neck injuries. A total of 3927 injured 
front seat occupants (drivers and passengers) i nvol ved in two-car crashes 
were considered • ..Wang them, 725 sustained a neck sprain (ICD- 9:847. 0), 
some af them may have sustained ather injuries as well. The more serious 
injuries to the cervical spine were more prevalent amang the unbelted 
occupants. Neck sprai ns were re 1 ative ly more numerous among be 1 ted occu
pants co111>ared with unbelted ones with a relative risk estimate of 1.68. 
Similar results hold also for subsets of the data an different types of 
collisions; the relative risks range from 1.39 to 2.4 2. A loglinear model 
was constructed for the odds ratio (neck sprain versus na neck sprain) 
taking into accaunt the factors seat belt, direction af impact, authorized 
speed limit and vehicle weight. The resulting relative risk estimate 
( bel ted VS unbel ted) i s now 1, 58. The resul ts rai se questi ons about seat 
belts and protection against neck sprains. 
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1. 1 NTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt about seat belt effectiveness in the reduction of 
severe and fatal injuries (AIS>3) in road accidents (NTSB , 1988; Evans, 
1986; Dick inson, 1986; Hartemann 1986; Cesari et al. 1981). Laberge
Nadeau et al. (1988) shCM that belted occupants sustain a. different 
spectrl.ITl of injuries to specific boqy regions from those sustained by 
unbel ted occupants. The neck and cervi cal .spine constitute such a regi on. 
Deans et al. (1987) reported that occupants wearing seat belts experience 
neck pain more frequently than unbelted occupants. A study by Husten and 
King (1988) sirrul ates the mechanics resulting from rapid deceleration 
during a crash: They show that for a belted occupant, involved in a frontal 
or side impact opposite direction, the typical result is a forward-back ward 
movement and often a rotation of the head which leads to twisting of the 
neck. For a rear crash or side impact same direction, the extension of the 
neck is a back ward-forward movement and often a rotation of the head. 

Neck injuries are a major cause of disability following car acci
dents (Deans et al., 1987; Laberge-Nadeau and Joly, 1988; Larder et al., 
1989). The co"°"ensation costs to cover lost days of work can be relatively 
high. Neck injuries, except for serious ones such as fractures or neurolo
gical tra11T1a, are under-reported (Larder et al., 1985) because of the 
delayed onset of SJ111ptoms. There is also a problem of defining the 
nonspecific S)111ptoms of minor injuries of the soft neck tissue (classifica
tion of the severity). 

This paper concentrates on cervical injuries, mainly neck sprains, 
sustained by belted and unbelted front seat occupants involved in similar 
crashes. 

2. METHOO 

The data were obtained from the governement insurance board (Regie 
de l 'assurance autanobile du Quebec, RA�) which covers all road accidents 
with injuries that occur in the province of Quebec. Our data files was con
structed by linking the following COß1luter files: 

insurance claims (victim information) 
acciden� (po11ce accident reports) 
car registrations (vehicle information) 
drivers1 licences (driver information). 

This data set was examined to check and to evaluate corrpleteness, 
representativity and quality (Laberge-Nadeau, 1984). Ta correct and to im
prove the data set, additional information was added from the medical rec
ords (inju·ry descriptions including pains and updates to these descriptions 
for at least one year after the crash) and from the police reports 
(accident configurations) at the RAAQ. Thus our data set has the advantage 
that it includes delayed reports of neck sprains. 

The injuries were coded using the International Classification of 
Diseases, 9th edition (ICD- 9). Their severity was quantified with the 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS, 1980) and ISS; for a global score the major 
AIS was used (MAIS}. 
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Similar accidents were grouped together according to the following 
variables: 

- authorized speed limit (<S()(m/hr, >SO km/hr) 
- vehicle weight {<1200, 1200-1599, 1600-1899, 1900-2400 k g )  
- crash configuration (front o r  side impact opposite direction, rear 

or side impact same direction). 

For this study , only injured front seat occupants in two-car 
crashes were considered. 

3. ANALYSES AMD RESULTS 

The data set contains 3927.front seat occupants who were injured in 
a two car crash. Front or side impacts with cars moving in the opposite 
direction accounted for 3176 cases, rear or side impacts with cars moving 
in the same direction for the remaining 751 cases. Table 1 gives the 
distribution for serious and minor cervical spine injuries. Clearly, the 
distributions for belted and unbelted occupants are different. Serious 
cervi cal spi ne i nju ri es occur more frequently among unbel ted occupants, 
minor ones more frequently among belted ones. This reduction in severe and 
fatal cervical spine injuries is considerable for those wearing a seat 
belt; it is most noticeable in collisions with a car of lighter weight and 
in collisions between cars moving in opposite directions. 

Table 1 : Distribution (in percentage) of the degree of 
severity of cervical injuries to front seat 
occupants by type of impact 

Severi ty of Chi-square 
T ype of imp act Cervi cal i njury Total statistic 

MAIS ( 1, 2) MAIS ) 3 (frequency) (1 df) 

2-car crash belted 486 (48) 10 ( 2) 496 (100) 
unbelted 148 (93} 11 (7} 159 ( 100} 5, 9 

Coll i si on with belted 181 (99) 1 ( 1) 182 (100) 10,7 
a car of unbelted 44 (90) 5 ( 10) 49 ( 100) 
lighter weight 

Front or side belted 272 (97) 8 ( 3) 280 (100) 4,4 
impact opposite 
direction unbelted 84 ( 91} 8 ( 9} 92 (100} 

p 
Val ue 

0, 0149 

0,0011 

0,0359 

Tab l e 2 shCMs the breakdown of these i nju ri es into fractures and 
sprains. Unbelted occupants sustain a greater number of fractures. 
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Tabl e 2 Distribution (in percentage) of the nature 
of cervical 1njur1es to front seat occupants 

Nature of cervical Total Chi-square . p 
injury (MAIS} Be 1 ted Unbelted (f requency} statistic(l df} Value 

Fracture 14 ( 3) 14 ( 9) 28 ( 4) 

Sprain 470 ( 95) 144 ( 91) 614 ( 94) 12,22 0,0022 

Unspecified 12 ( 2) 1 ( 1} 13 ( 2) 

Total 496 (100) 159 ( 1 01) 655 ( 100) 

Among the 3927 occupants, 725 (18'.fi} sustained a neck sprain, and 
for 80't of them (614) this diagnosis constituted their major injury . .among 
the belted occupants 21'.fi had a neck injury but of the unbelted occupants only 
1 41, sustained a neck injury. 

Table 3 COfll)ares, for injured occupants, the risks of sustaining a 
neck sprain for different factors such as seat belt, direction of impact, 
authorized speed limit and vehicle weight. The relative risks range from 1,17 
to 4,24 with 1, 68 for belted versus unbelted injured occupants. Occupants 
involved in a rear or side impact same direction were four times as likely to 
sustai'n a neck sprain C0"1'ared with those involved in a front or side impact 
opposite direction accident. 

Most of the 95'.fi confidence intervals for the relative risks do not 
include 1,00, i.e. certain crash Situations are more likely to result in a 
neck sprai n. 
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Tabl e 3 Rel ative rfslc·s for different factors 

95% 
Neck No neck Total Relative Confidence 

sprain sprain risk i nterva 1 
Case : Be 1 ted 534 2 002 2 536 
Contra 1 : Unbe 1 ted 191 1 200 1 391 1,68 1,40 - 2 , 01 

Case :Front or side impact 
opposite direction 427 2 749 3 176 

Control :Rear or side impact 4,24 3,54 - 5 , 06 
same di recti on 298 453 751 

Case :.;; 50Km/hr speed 1 imi t 592 2 340 2 932 1, 64 1,34 - 2, 01 
Control :> SOKm/hr speed 1 imit 133 862 995 

Case :Collision with a car 
of similar weight 116 448 564 

Control :Collision with a 1,17 0,94 - 1,46 
ca r of heavi er or 
1 ighter weight 609 2 754 3 363 

Case : Co 1 1  i s i on wi th a ca r 
of 1 i ghter wei ght 252 914 1 166 

Control :Coll i sion with a car 1,42 1,19 - 1,70 
of heavi er weight 357 1 840 2 197 

Figure 1 and Table 4 illustrate the association between seat belts 
and neck sprains for different stratifications of the data. Wearing a seat 
belt is associated with an increased chance of a neck sprain. The relative 
risks are fairly constant for the different strata (tests for uniformity 
are not significant at 5%), and hence it made sense to calculate overall 
relative risks and the corresponding confidence intervals using the 
Mantel-Haenszel estimator (Mantel N. and Haenszel W ., 1959). 
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Figure 1: Neck sprains a„ng belted and 
unbelted occupants for different 
types of collisions (1) 
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Table 4 Relative risks (belted and unbelted) 
for different strata and overall estimates 

STRATI-" DATA 
1 Neck no lilcolld1tfona1 ML• 95' conffdtrct Ttst of un1to,..fty Test of Manttl • 

sprafn neck Estfaate of rtlatfvt fnterval of rtlatfvt rfsk h011091ntf ty Hunsztl 95' conff dence 
sora f n rhk l110n9 s tri U estfutt of fnterva1 

[] r?latfvt rfsk 
8tl ted 

Unbelted f 

01rect1•n of 1...,.ct 

l. Front or 3tll l 707 

} '·" 

sf de fflll)lct 119 l 042 1,58 l,26 • 1,98 
oppost te 
df rec:t ion JG•• 4, 92 1,61 l,33. l,95 

�- Rur or 226 295 
stde 1,,_,1ct 72 158 l,68 1,21 • 2,33 
s•• d 1rect1 

Autnort zed spud l 1111t 

l. < SOK11/hr 430 l 487 

} "" 162 853 l. 98 l,55 • 2,54 

!IS 5,56 1,66 l, 39 • l.  99 

2. > SOk11/hr 104 s 15 
29 347 2,42 1,57 • 3, 73 

Venfcle .-iqht 

l. Wlth • c•r 
of 1i gnter 193 569 1,98 l,44 • 2,73 
wet 9ht 59 345 

2. Wt th 1 Cill" 
of heavter 256 l 136 l,57 l,22 • 2,01 1,77 � 5, 57 l,66 l,39 • 1,99 
w1t 9ht 101 704 

3. Wtth • car 
of si11fllr 85 297 
wet �ht 31 151 1,39 0,88 • 2,20 

* Ml · Maximum likelyhood 
** NS Not significant at the 5% level 
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Finally, a .oglinear model (Fienberg, 1980) was constructed to 
obtain an overall picture of the relationship between the factors studied 
above and of their relative importar'lce. We used the S Pssx "hiloglinear" 
procedure to test for the hypothesi s that k-way effects are zero. Si nce 
all the interaction terms between the expl anatory variables and those of 
higher order with variable neck sprain are not significantly different from 
zero, a simple model containing only main effects fits the data quite well 
(see table S). 

Table S : Loglinear model 

Exp Relative 
Effect Coefficient Std.error (2*coefficient) risk 

Overall (8) 

Seat bel t ( A )i 

i =O Unbe 1 ted 
i =l Be 1 ted 

Oirection of impact (B )j 

- 0, 6803 

- 0,11S3 
0, 11S3 

j=O Front or side impact - 0,3678 
opposite direction 

j=l Rear or side impact 0,3678 
same direction 

Authorized speed limit (C )k 

k=O > SO km/hr 
k=l < SO km/h r 

Vehicle weight (0)1 

- 0,1S9 
0, 1 S9 

l=l Collision with a car 0, 08SO 
of lighter weight 

1 =2 Collision with a car - 0, 0791 
of heavier weight 

1=3 Collision with a car - 0, 00S9 
of similar weight 

0,03293 

0, 02386 
0, 02386 

0,02324 

0,02324 

0,02792 
0, 02792 

0, 03303 

0,02993 

0, 040S4 
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0, 2S6S 

0,7941 
l , 2 S94 

0,4792 

2, 0867 

0, 7276 
1, 3744 

1,1786- - -}--
0 , 8S37· 

l , S8 

4, 3S 

1,89 

1,38 

0, 9881 - - --- - 1,19 



The regression-like model implied by the coefficient is: 
l n { niJ'kl {neck sprain)/n {no neck sprain)} = B+B{A);+B{B) .+B{C )k+B{0)1 ijkl J 

where n; j kl i s an expected count. 

Ta evaluate the model in terms of odds rather than log odds, we 
w ill use the equivalent multiplicative model, with antilogs as 
coefficients, that is 

ni j kl {neck sprain)/nijkl  {n o  neck sprain) =T {B)*T{A);*T {B)/T(C)k*T(Dl) 
Where T(B)= exp (2*B) 

T ( A) i = e xp ( 2* B ( A) i ) 
T ( B ) · = e xp ( 2* B ( B ) • ) 
T(C )� = exp (2*B(C)�) 
T ( D) l = e xp ( 2* B ( D) l ) • 

The model decorrposes the expected odds into corrponents where the 
effects (see table 5) are interpretable: 

0,2565 is the overall effect 
1,2594 is the seat belt effect indicating the net effect of being belted 

VS unbelted an sustaining a neck sprain, other things being equal. 
Belted injured occupants sustained a neck sprain more frequently 
by a f actor of 1, 2594. 

2,0867 is the net effect of the direction of impact other things being 
equal. Injured occupants involved in a rear or side irnpact-sarne 
direction VS front or side impact opposite direction sustained a 
neck sprainmore frequently by a factor of 2,0867. 

1, 3744 i s the net effect of authori zed speed l imi t other thi ngs bei ng 
equal. Injured occupants involved in a crash while the speed limit 
is < 50km/hr VS > 5 0  km/hr sustained a neck sprain more frequently 
by a factor orl,3744. 

1,1786 is the effect of vehicle weight, other things being equal. 
Injured occupants involved in a collision with a car of lighter 
weight VS collision with a car of heavier or similar weight 
sustaine<ra neck sprain more frequently by a factor 1,1786. 

For example, consider an injured occupant wearing a seat belted 
involved in a rear or side impact same direction against a car of lighter 
weight where the speed limit is < 50<m /hr. For this individual the 
expected odds.of sustaining a neck sprain ,Ylno neck sprain given the model 
are: 
n 1111 (neck sprain)/ . =0,2565*1,2594*2,0867*1,3744*1,1786 

n1111{no neck spra1n)=1,0919 
Now consider an injured occupant in the same situation, but not 

wearing a seat belt. For this individual the expected odds of sustaining a 
neck sprain VS no neck sprain given the model are: 
n0111(neck sprain)/ . =0,2565*0,7941*2,0867*1,3744*1,1786 

n0111(no neck spra1n)=0,6885 
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The ratio of these two expected odds (belted VS unbelted) yields 
as an estimate of relative risk 1. 5 8  (1,0919/ 0,6885 = 1;2"594/ 0,7941). 

4. DISCUSSION 

Our resul ts have sh<Mn that the most serious injuries to ·the 
cervical spine, namely fractures, were more prevalent among unbelted front 
seat occupants. Yoganandan (1989), with a small sample size, observed that 
the introduction of restraints appeared to significantly reduce serious 
cervical spine injuries. 

For the follCMing discussion 2 points should be kept in mind: 
l) only front seat occupants i nju red in a two car crash are 

consi dered; 
2) possible biasses ( under or over declaration) due to the subjective 

value of the neck sprain. 
In our data neck sprains were more numerous among the bel ted 

occupants; the relative risk to sustain that type of injury is estimated by 
l,  68 (bel ted versus unbel ted) or by 1, 58 when a l ogl i near model i s used. 
Salmi (1989) who studied the effect of the 1979 French Seat-belt law , found 
that there were fewer cervical spine injuries than expected after the law 
but moderate neck injuries were more frequent than expected. A similar 
observation was reported by Deans et al. (1987) and also by Larder et al. 
(1985) who stated that 15% of their Sclßl>le sustained a neck injury. 
Larder's data come from in-depht crash investigations. Rutherford et al 
( 1985), in his hospital-based study .indicated a relative increase of 18% in 
neck sprains coincident with seat bel use rising from 26% to 93%. In our 
data 18% ( 725/ 3927) sustained a neck sprain. 

We examined different types of collision and a similar result 
holds ( Table 4): higher relative risk of sustaining a neck sprain for the 
belted. Table 4 sh<Ms that the unconditional ML estimate of relative risk 
varies from 1,30 to 2,42. The effect of increasing the frequency of neck 
s prains associated with seat belt wearing sh<Ms clearly in Figure 1. 

These resul ts are exami ned and di scussed in the 1 i ght of the 
biomechanical and medical literature on neck injury . The majority of the 
publications concentrates on the serious levels of injury involving 
fractures or neurological trauna (Larder et al. 1985, Yoganandan N. et al 
1989, Sumchai et al 1988); kimematic designs do not always si!Tlllate "in 
vivo" conditions. Myers et al. (1989) used unembalmed cervical spines in a 
dynamic test environment and observed that the Hybrid III neck form was 
stiffer than the hllllan and was relativel y insensitive to the axis of 
twi s t. 

In a frontal impact, the as.>mmetric geometry of the lap/shoul der 
belt provokes a rotation-inclination motion of the thorax-head-neck system 
toward the 1 eft for drivers and tCMard the right for front seat passengers. 
In addi ti on, when the body i s hel d d<Mn by the safety bel t the torso i s 
restrained, but the safety belt all <Ms a forward-backward motion of the 
head due to sudden accel eration-decel eration events which may cause 
torquing of the neck (Chabannes et al . 1985). 
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Husten and King (1988) measured the effects of the as)111metric belt 
geometry upon hllllan responses. The analy sis used the UCI�CRASH, a vehicle
occupant, crash-vi ctim si111Jl ation co111>uter code. The resul ts show that the 
as.;mmetric geometry of the restraint leads to a head twist. 

Neck sprains involve mostly soft tissues of the head-neck co�lex. 
These injuries have significant societal implications (Yoganandan et al 
1989 p. 240). Chronic pain and long term disability resulting from mator 
vehicle accidents has been discussed by Dooley (1986 SAE )  who quotes 
ChalJllan and Decker· in defi ni ng chrani c pai n as a "soci o-economi c di sease" . 
Dooley states that a chronic pain problem is aften associated with 
depressi an, anxi ety somati c preaccupati ons, passivi ty, grossly restricted 
activity, anger and even drug addiction. Laberge-Nadeau et al. (1988) 
reported that the single diagnostic of neck sprain (ICD-9:847. 0) counted 
for 11'.t of the study populatian co111>ared to other main diagnasis of car 
crash vi ctims receivi ng 1 ong term· revenue co111>ensati an from the Regie de 
1 'As surance automobile du �ebec. Th e RAAQ i s a gavernement i nsurance 
co111>any that covers all injured road victims of the pravince. Each victim 
received an average of $ 8 055 at the time the sampl e was taken (3 to 6 
years of a retrospective follow-up). Larder et al. (1985) repart that 40'.t 
of their cases of neck injuries had pain lasting at least one month and 8'.t 
had symptoms lasting for longer that 6 months. In a small sample (137 pa
tients), Deans et al. (1987) cantacted injured patients involved in a car 
crash by questionnaire administered between 1 and 2 years after their acci
dent: 62i co111>lained of pain in the neck following their accident. In 26'.t 
the pain lasted more than a year; 23'.t experienced accasianal pain and 3,7'.t 
severe continuous pain. These injuries are not a negligeable problem, it 
can handicap a person for a long time. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The result of our research and of others raises several questions 
about neck injury protection. Despite the fact that the belted front 
passengers are mare protected from severe neck injuries, would there be 
measures to prevent neck sprains? 

In addition, other hypotheses may be important to verify, such as 
that asking whether the air bags cambined with a better seat-belt suppart 
would help ta prevent neck injuries. Waul d better head rests protect better 
the neck extension and prevent a portion of the neck sprains? 

Further studies on real crashes and laboratory tests rrust 
therefore be carried out in order to clarify the nature of such an injury 
which is presently unclear and which presents a special problem for the 
victims and far the automotive insurance co�ensation. 
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